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Scope
Luo is a Nilotic language spoken principally in Western Kenya.
It combines a rich and complex tonal system with an equally rich
and complex intonational system. In this pa.per we can do no
more than give bare mention to those aspects of tone, stress and
intonation which are not relevant to downstep and downdrift . For
a full analysis of Luo phonology and tonology the reader is
referred to Tucker {forthcoming) . The terminology presented her e
is also due to Tucker and is discussed in greater deta il in Tucker
(forthcoming) .
In this paper we discuss in detail a new type of downdrift
which operates in Luo along with other well- known tonal and
intonational processes. Our auditory analysis has been supplemented
by two kinds of instrumental data: tonometer readings {University
of London} and pitchmeter readings (University of Toronto} . As
the former are presented in Tucker (forthcoming) we utilize here
only the pitchmet er readings . Over four hundred words , phrases
and sentences form the corpus for our report here, but the corpus
i s open- ended in that we are continually adding to it. On the
basis of the instrumental evidence we will suggest an analysis
of the interrelationships of the various phenomena comprised under
the headings of downstep and downdrift. 1
1.

2.

Definitions and notational conventions
In Tucker and Mpaayei (1955 :170} downdrift was defined as
" the gradual sinking of the voice as t he sentence proceeds . "
An explanation of this definition immediately followed and
characteri zed the context in which downdrift occurs in Maasai :
"A safe rule to follow is : vhen a low tone occurs after a high
tone, all subsequent high tones wi ll be i n a l ower key . " Downstep was characterized in the following way : "llormally t wo or
more consecutive high tones have the same pitch •.. There are
occasions, however , when a high tone, even when immediatel y
following another high tone , is depressed, and may be said to
' step down ' to mid" (1955 ,172).
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In the present paper we wish to revise these definit i ons
slightly in order to make provision for the new type of downdrift
fOWld in Luo. The kind of downdrift found in Maasai will be called
explicit downstep . Further types of downstep and downdrift are
characterized below (sections 5 and 6).
A modified form of the Westermann system is used for tonemarking (a stands for any vowel): ~ (high), a (downstep), a (high
falling) ,-a (i.e., unmarked, low).~ (risingT, a (low faJ.ling).
Stressed syllables (usually stem syllablesT are pronounced
with lengthening unless CV in word final position. This lengthening
is indicated in transcription with a raised dot. normally stress
is greatly reduced in non-terminal position in an intonation group .
Pitchmeter readings are given in Herz (rounded to the nearest
Hz). Initial voiced consonants have a pronounced depressing effect
on pitch, and such pitch readings are distinguished by giving the
appropriate consonant symbol in brackets following the pitch number.
A discussion of the pitch perturbations caused by adjacent consonants
is given in Leon and Martin (1972) . 2

3.

A brief comparative overview
In many East African languages which we have studied, sequences
of continuous high tones are of constant pitch. It would aJ.so appear
(Schachter 1969) that many West African languages are of similar
type . We give examples for Maasai and Nandi- Kipsigis:
(1)
(2)

(})

Maasai
Ki'psigis
Nandi

embul6t6
ke ·cf·rek
6.we· nd'f.

'pierc ing'
'sheep'
'I'm going '

In Nandi, low tone sequences are also of constant pitch:

(4)

(5)

Nandi
Nandi

ko.· ro·n

laga t

'morning •
' evening '

In Kipsigis in a series of low tones (which conclude an utterance or constitute an utterance), the final low tone is lowered
slightly:

(6)

Kipsigis

la qat

1

e·,tening'

In Luo in a series of contiguous tones of the same type (high
or low) , pitch falls steadily throughout the u,terance:
(7)
(8}
( 9)

(10)

(11)

Luo
Luo
Luo
Luo
Luo

s(ga·na
rawe: · ra
p!i • 1a
pa· la

m9·n

'story'
'boy'
'ochre '
'knife '
'women'

It is towards a specification of the nature and scope of this
phenomenon in Luo that our paper is directed.
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4. Tonal processes

(The following discussion is of necessity bighly incomplete . )

4 .1 . High tone spreading (this term is from Hyman and Schuh 1973) .
A high tone raises a ~allowing lov tone:

(12)

' meat ' • b~ ·r

ri·~6

is good '

' good '

riD6 bf · r

' meat

4 , 2 , Rising tone simplification . A risl ng ~one becomes a low tone
before a following syll&ble which is itself raised i f it is low:

(13)
(llt)

; . k ' not'+ a8~·yo
mov '
sa 'watch ' + mabt ·r

'I knov '

~k ~D~·yo

'wbicl1 is good '
•watch which is good '

' I don't

sa m§bt ·r

As a rlslng tone ls readily analysed as a sequence of L + J, rising
tone simplification is simply a case of high tone spreading.

4.3 .

Fallin tone sim: lification . oasically a falling tone on a
non- stressed short) vovel commutes to a high tone, but there are
three distinct subprocesses:
I. A falling tone plus a high or high falling tone commu-:;es
to a high tone plus a downstep (implicit downstep):

(15)

J~ · k5

1

girl 1 + mS ·r5 'some'

p~kS m~ ·r3 ' some girl'

1I. A falling tone which is preceded by a high tone commutes
to a high tone , and a follo.ing lov tone is heard as a low falling
tone . Monosyllable C'l stel:l.9 must be ane.lysetl as
(H + F) al~hough

they are phonetically CV (H

+

+ bc ·r ~good '

(16)

I~ ' animal

(17)

Ji~ · k5 ' girl ' + bE·r 'good'

good '

1

cv-

L):

I~ b~ · r 'the animal is

good '

pak5 bt ·r ' the girl is

III . Elsewhere a .falling tone followed by a lov tone commuteSi
to a high tone without altering ~he folloving lo~ : .
(18)

5,

raw~ ·re ' boys ' + b£·yo 'good'
boys a.re good'

Downstep

rawere be·yo ' the

5 . 1 . E~plicit downsten . A low following a high tone results in a
change of I key 1 with tbe new I key I being lover than the former ' key ' .
Al.l subsequent high or fa.l.ling tones will be in this lower key. A
high fa.lling tone also results in a new key for following tones and
hence m.a.y be analysed as a sequence of High + Low .
(19)

9J nL
l66 128

m¢·n, ..•

103- 117

128

This example also contains an instance of implicit do,;mstep:

kf0S m~·n .

{20)

mQn 6wLto nar)ga mSrS o· - k5
155
128 133
135 128 -105 110- 108
have thrown the other c loth a~ay 1

' the women

5 .2 , Im:plici t downsteE · As noted above ( 4 .·3) the co1r.mutation of
a falling tone in non- final position to a high tone also entails
the lowering of' a following high or faJ.ling tone . Note that the
degree of lowering is exactly the same as when an intervening low
is present (explicit downstep). Evidently explicit and implicit
downstep ma,y be considered to be the same process from a phonetic
point of vie.,, .
(2J.)
(22)

Jj

ICiorJg6 mo · n

122 136- 51

women'

er

129-112
' the people are calling the
(1~9·990 'are calling')

r,ak6 ·t6 p~kS m~r5 pt· JI
122 160 148
137 132-26 ll0- 101
' the child is
putting tbe other gourd dovn ' ( paet ' child•,

ket o ' is putting ' > p5·k3 1 gourd 1 , m5 ·r3 ' other ' ,
p1'. • fl 'dovm 1 )

5. 3. Crammatica.1 downstep. High tones in a nwnber of g,ra.mmatically
defined contexts are lowered (downsLepped) following high tones;
(a) The high tone stem of verbs in the Imperfect Aspec~:
(23)

(b)

wa-nlndS

~

145 130 125 113-103

'we sleep here ' (nf ·nd5
'sleep 1 )

The sU!..f'ix of the verb in Qualitative
( 2~)
(25)

' to do tasting or dipping'

b{ · 16

llO(b) 135 110

pa-et

bi· - r-6

115 J.43 135

fOt'll'.S:

110

' the child is coming '

Tbis example also contains an instance of implicit downstep: pa9t
... bi .
pa8t b 1. r6

ro .

5.~. =.exica.l downste. Many words contain built - in (W1predictable)
do,,mstep ~ee Fromkin 1972 ~or a general discussion of Lhis
phenomenon) :
(26)
(27)

rJH·· - 10

.:.25-138 115- 108
nd~·
de
ll3(nd)l38 ll8- ll0

'python'
'purse '

It is clear that 5.1-4 all embrace the same phenomenon frnm a
~bonetic standpoint.
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6.

Dmmd:rift

The essential characteristics of downdrift a.re that it is (1) a
gent.le pitch fall , i. e ., the r ate of fall is much less than with a
f alling tone , ( 2) a constant rail , 1. e . , the rate o f fall remains
constant , again unlike a falling tone or the transition between two
tones in the absence of dovndl·ift~ (3) a continuous fall (consonante.l envi r onment permitting, i . e., a fall which operates within
syllables and across syllables (and words) in essentially the same
fashion. In Luo under certain conditions downdrift operates
unimpeded , ~bile in others its operation is attenuated or suspended.
We note, however, that unlike Hausa (Schach..er l965 , ci~ed in
Hombert 197~) ~ downdrift oper ates both in declarative and in~errogative utterances . Interroga~ives in Luo are characterized by
an initial :placeinent of pitch which ls muc:h higher than •.ri th
declaratiYe utterances (some data on ~his is presented in Creider
1975) .
6 . 1.

Unimpeded do-,mdrift .

(a) of' low tones
A sequence of low tones ( including utterances oi' a single

syllable) is affected by dovnd.rift. In addition lov tones preceding
a high falling ~one on a non- stem syllable are subject to dovndrift .

(28)
(29)
(30)

pL • 9
ll8-103

(33)

(34)

jn

pa· l a

' knife '

pE

'hailstone '

110- 95

123-98
( 31) gwe · - n:>
l05(g)ll5- 90

(32)

' wealth

cattle '

'chicken 1
·to pa.int , paddle 1

kL.E • w:,

1

ra-we · - ra

' boy '

pa la

' the knife is good '

120- 95

ll 3 113- 103 95

bt·r

125 - 93

1 the ~eople have orought a
JI oke lo pa• la
133 128- 120
115- 103
knife '
{36) rvo - 8 ~ncn:> rawe · ra ' the chief has se en the boy•
l28(r)l33- l25 12598

(35)

(b) of high tones
Similarly any sequence of high tones (including utterances of'

a single syllabie) ending in a high Lone or (on a non- stem syllable)
a high falli ng tone is subject to dawndrift.
( 37)

{38)

m6 ·n

' vomen •

gu~· n

' chi ckens 1

138- 123
121- J.12

130
(39)

(ho)

s!

' pullet '

139-125
a -

gv· - IG

1 pot

ll8 1 30- 123- ll5

Pa) ~n ntgC n~l6 m5· kS
(42)
('13)

6. 2 .

'the women have some wire•

135 103
J j nf- g(
s1
118 123 llB ll3

{continuous fall)
' the people have a pul.let '

le

p{f1 nfg{
125

'

1

ll3- 110

the country has game'

Attenuated down drift

(a)

of low tones

Downdr1rt of low tones is ~artially or completely suspended by
a 1'ollo"Wirig high or (st.em syllables only) :i.i.gh falling tone .
Under

certain condi~ions upsweep is found also (see below section 7) .
(4h)

(45}

(b)

ruoe :,-ne-

11:>

sr

125 123 120 123- 110 130- 118
Jj

O -

ke -

133 125 123

lo

' the chief has seen the
pullet '

pa - la ma-bt·r

123 118 125 125 130-113
havebroug~t a good Knife '

'the people

of high tones

rr a high tone sequence ends in a low tone, a downsteppcd high

tone or a. high i'alling t.one (stem :syllables only) , dm,mdrift may be
wholly or partially halted. Again upsweep is sometimes ~ound.
{~6)

(47)
(48)
7.

., I ...a
pab€ · r
138
140
,.
,. ,. 135-.110

,e

•ochre is sood '

ma-eo-:- 9

' the country has
PlD nLgt
140 140 1Lc- 153 1.35 ll0-105
game'
1 we have not forgotten '
wj-wa
pok 6 - wj ·I·
(lit . our heads have
128 140 145 ]50 112- 107
not yet been twis~ed)

much

!!,Esweep

A veriJ inte~es~ing intonational phenomenon in Luo is that of
upsweep- a relatively rapid rise in pitcb which may extend over
several. sylla.bles. A partial and incomplete generalization which

may be made is that upsweep occurs in those environments io ~hich
downd.rift is attenuated . Upsweep is noL an inYerse of downdrif~ ,
however . I t is a more localized pilenomenon , being most noticeable
in the syllable immediately preceding a tonal change . Thus it is
regularly found ,,ritbio single words o~ .;he H + D, B + L , H + F

{where the Fis on a stem syllable), LT H. LT F {where ~he Fis
on a st.em syllable).

{49)
(50)

nde·-

d~

125- 1~5 108

pl· n::i
143-] 50 150-:l.03

' purse •

'that hail '
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(51)
( 52)

(53)

1Jgu·r

me

l28- 1LO
.100
g'C
m1'.E • I
135-150 158-100
r 1
r:)6

'pig'
'they have danced'

bt•r

ll3(r) 12h- 132- 145 155-lOS

'the meat is good'

Ups-weep is Filso t'ound in longer sequences where the conditioning
tone is in a folloving ..,ord. D-ren here, however, ii; re.rely extends

more than a. few syllables back f'rom the conditioning syllable.

(54)

(55)
( 56)

:>r

k~- 16

gg~ ·11

123- 130 140-146 ll8- 113

Ji

nf - r,5 lu ·!Tl

'the brother- in- law brings
1

113(j)l25 135 .45 100
c<) ·e
m
k¢ - C
bf-

chickens '

the people sec the grass 1
1

95(b)l38-155 13B-140 130-97 -5

the baboon is very
cruel'

8. Discussion

Ar~nt-paper by Hombert {197~) constitutes the point of
departlll'e for our discu~sion of dovn~tep and do,rodrift in Luo.

We

would like to acknowledge the stimula:r.ion oi' this paper, and also
to indicate that we are in complete agreement vi1.h Hombe.!'t ' s
_principle thesis that tone (i.e. , lexical and grammatica.l tone)

and downdri~t interact with one another in important ways.
Hombert proposes an ingenious perceptual explanation for the
occurrence of downdri:f't. over consecutive high tones: such downdrift
is found just in those languages where there is no mid tone or
downstepped high to create a perceptual conf'usion in that ~osition.
We see immediately that Luo is & language which at first examination
appears ~o be a coW1teT-exa.inple to llombert 1 s hypothesis since in
Luo downstepped high ~ones are of fre~uent occ.u+rence. However,
closer examination sho~s that since sequences of high rolloved by
Dare characterized by upsweep. th~ need to avoid the fall (due to
downdrift) of consecutive hight.ones is obvi&.ted. That is, upsweep
may be seen to be an alternative ~o suspension o~ downdrift whicb
is a.valla.ble to languages with downstep (and perhaps mid tones) .
In our discussion of downdrift and downstep in Luo we have
differed vith Hombert in one important terminological respec~: ~or
Bomber-t dmmdrift is "the lowering of like tones { consecuti v-e or
not.) (l974: 1721 . •i Throughout this paper we have been careful to
distinguish downdrift -from (explicit) down~tep. At this point we
may summarize our reasons for so doing. While downd.rift and downstep are both intonational phenomena in the sense of operating
across word boundaries (Lehiste 19T0:54) we feel that downstrp is
more nearly a tonal process than dmmdrif't (which is purely
in~onationa.1) a.nd that in sum there are sufficient differences
between the two processes to war1·an~ their being distinguished
terminologically . Some o:r the difl'erences which have led us to
this conclusion are the following:
(l) Explicit downstep is readily convel"tible, via sound change~
into grammatically significant dovnstep. We have no e,ridence that
suggests t.hat de>'mdrif't may be similarly

I

gramma.ticized 1 •
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(2) Th.- domain of do.mdrift is both greater and smaller tha:u
that of dovnstep in the sense that downdrift operates vithin a
sir.gle syllab:!..e and across .atretches of !tl8.ny syllables . '!'he
c~ration of downstep_ is always specifiable in ~erms of an in~eraction between tvo adjacent syllables .
(3) Although we are not able at lhls point to provide
instrumental evidence tor our conjec~ure, it seems to u.s that the
notioo 0£ a 1 cha.nge of key ' ln downs~ep is a valid one and that
tonal relationships a.re preserved unaltered after a change of key.
Downdrift is irihe:r·ently ' atonal I and neither produces a change of
key or is localizable in a key . (In partial suppo~t ror this claim
we rnay note ~hat Luo speakers are readily able to assign tonic solfa values to Luo utterances (including instances of explicit downstep) ~ but cannot hand.le downdri i't in tins fashion . )
(4) It is possible to see downstep (including explicit downstep) operating when the operation of ~owod.rift is suspended .
Examples:

(57)

~k(:>) alvru k¢r6 nt

1 he

has just caugh"t a

quail'

(here the final word suspends dovndri ft on kc;,ro but does not
prevent downstep frolll operating) .
( 5) Most importantly. downdrift and down step a.re not in

complimentary distribution: it is re~dily possible to see downdrift

superimpoaed

OLl

(58)

down.step.

E.xa.mplPs:

rawe:r(a) ::,makb} al(iru ko · r6

'the boy has caught,
a. quail now '

(with both downstep and downdriit on the final word)
1

Lhe bird sings'

(doiro.step and do.rndrift)

(60)

wtn5 w~r ahr · ra

'the bird sings mueb'

(dowr.step, both explicit and :implicit; do>wndrift only on last word}.

9.

Summary

In this paper we hav~ ~ried to accomplish three obje~tives:
(1) present a relatively ~horuugh documentation of the operation of
t:i. t.y-pe of down.drift which is not •,,;idely kno'Jn .
{2) ·report on the
existence of a new intonational phenomenon~ upsweeu . (3) present
a terminology whi~h is geared to the req~irements of Luo, but whjch
ma..}• readily be utilized wjth oth>"r tonal languages. In connection
with this we have tr~ed to show how phonetic data support our
tcrminolo£icn~ suggestions.
We believe thai:; in T.uo t:imrudrift and dolmstep (as -.ie have
defined them) are integrated parts of an iu1;ona.tional system. We
would, however~ suggest that it will be more profitable, ln the
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search for cross-language explanations of these phenomena, to
consider the possibility that the two phenomena will have explanations which differ in at least some important respects.

Footnotes
1The Luo utterances analysed with the pitchmeter were first

recorded on a Nagra 4. 2 ,uid then fed into the pitchmeter. The
pitchmeter output is recorded on light-sensitive paper and numerical
readings may be obtained from this paper output. The accuracy of
the pitchmeter is about one per cent . At 100 Hz (which is
approtimately the base line of the Luo speaker who was recorded)
this amounts to 1 Hz. Most of the pitch phenomena wc discuss are
spread out over a range of at least 10 Hz. The operation of the
pitchmeter is discussed in Lieon and Martin (1972). We would like
to thank Professors Leon and Martin for their kindness in allowing
us to use the pitchmeter, and also to thank Professor Malcah Yaeger
for her persi stence in encouraging us to use it.
2Explanation of non-tonal notation: 0 and o are dental
expl os i ves; the cedilla is used to mar k inherently close vowels.
The quality of such vowels is in some instances quite distinct from
that of vowels which are close due to vowel harmony processes.
Compare 09·91 'your cattle', 06 ·91 'your mouth' (09·k 'cattle',
o~·k 'mouth); kelu ·rG 'bring (pl. )!', kelu·ru 'plant apart (pl.)'.
(k~· lo 'to bring', kc· lo 'to plant apart'),
Tone is highly functional in Luo both grammatically and
lexically. Minimal pairs abound: kJ ·c 'orphan', k1 ·c 'bee';
~1~ · 8 'bell', ola·~ 'black ant'; ke·ndo 'hearthstone', ke·nd6
'a~ain', k~·ndo 'marriage'; a1119·so (Ji) 'I ~eeted (the people)',
amo·s6(Jj) 'I am greeting (the people)'; am6·so 'I am greeting',
etc.
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